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14. Abtact

Aircraft must be designed to sustain damage arising from the impact of a vancy of types of
projectiles s,..h as military weapons and debris from engine disintegration Recognising the
need for the collection and dissemination of information on this topic. th.- AGARD Structures
and Maierials Pane! has set up a Working Group on the Impact Damnge Tolerance of Structures
charged with the task of producing a D~esign Manual. A soecialist meeting was held in Ankara,
Turke, itv September 1975 and tht, L.onference proct-edings have been published ,s
AGA RD-CP-! 86.
Two further papers were presented to a private session of the Working Group in April 1976.
The paper by Messrs. Bristow. Davidson and Gerstle reviews some recent research into the
application of fragment impact studies to an understanding of ergine burst fragmeni impacts
and the initial development of an engine buist containment system. The paper by Dr Huang
described a method of analysis of a battle-damaged structure using the NASTRAN structural
.nalys, program supplement -dby prepro.-essors designed to automatical% generate input C-fata:
a .patching technique" is then used in the development of a finite element model trul
repre5senzing a battle-damaged structure.
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PREFACE
Aircraft must be designed ro s.1st:-n damna~e arising from thr imr-.act of a viriety of
lype%of prujectiles such as military weapons and debris fromn engine disintegratija. Recognioing the need for the collect.on and disserninw~tion of information on thi!- topic, the
AGARD Structurts a: J Materials Panel has set up a Working Group on the Impact Damage
Tolerance of St~uctur.-s charged with the task of p.oducing a De-ign Manual. To simulate
the collection of datz a specialist meeting was held in Ankara, Tu::.-y ir. Sepsensber 1975
and the coniference proceedings have tcen pL'blisled as AGARD-CP.186.
Two further papers. which became availabl: too I ite to be presented at this meeting.
were presented to a private su-is~na of trxc Wor~ing Grot.1 in April 1976. These were well
received by the audience at tti s ses~ion: it was ..-nsidere I that thest would be of immediate
valac to these cc-icerncid with the problemi of impac! damige tole, -ice and therefore this
AGARD Report has ')Ln published to give them wider cirtu~ation.
The paper by Messrs. R.i.Bristow. (".D.Davidson and iMH.Gerstle on ".%idvjnces. in
[Engine Burst Containment*' reviews sonic rccent research into the itpplication of fragment
impict stil~dics to an understanding of engine bur-st fragment impacts and the initial developincnt of an engine burst contairment system. The paper by Dr. Njo. C Huang on -Finite
Emcnt Applications to Battle-Damagri Structurc- describes a method of analysis of a
battle-damaged structure using the NASTRAN structural analysis ?,ropzam supplemented

Iby

preprocessors designed to automatically generate input data: a -patchi~ng technique" is

Pten used in the development of a finite element model truly repiesenting i battle-damaged

structure.F
N.F.IIARPUA.7
Chairman. Working Group on
Imipact Damage folcrance of Structo'res
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SUMMARY
This paper prosents a partial review of recent ressarch by The Boeing Company Into the applicadlon
of fragment impact studies to an understanding of engne burst fragment Impacts and the iritial
dev~lopmeal of in engine burst containment system using du~ont iteviar material. All trt work to date has involved translational accelerators but spin pit testing Is planned for the near .zture. The program.has
not yet 7esulted In a s"L.cfactcry cotitaiment system. However, It Is hiped that the basic data accumulated
-ill provide 0vr buildlrg blocks in the~ development of design criteria f .r such a system.
In addition to a sumisnry ,ifprogram accomplishments. this raper delves into several areas where unexpected results occurred atujd
where Information was ",)tsined that my Influence future fragrent containment
efforts. One of these areis 'nvolves spinning fraWmets. None k~ the predicted adverse effects on Kevltz
fabric were found. Another area concerns thermal ef fectb. It was found t. t the efficiency of the barrier
in stopping fragments w-As influenced by the tes.perature of the Kevlar.
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a group at Boeing has been Involved In the study of iupact phenoaenology and

velocities of up to 32.0OQ fps down to free-falling rocks with test velocities as low as It Ps. Deriiag
this period, may sh.'elding concepts were developed. The usual method was to perform a number of pirametric
to-sts. .Jescribethe d_%ago (or other parameter of interes.L* In terms of a mathematical model involv.ng projectIe, target. intE.r..eVt and environuenta' chairacteristics. The resulting model was then used to optiwizothe shield design or to Ievelop desir.. critorna.

I
3

1.1itweight shields jere found to ,equitr tu.o properties: shear resistance locally aroun.' the ImpacLt
point and tensile strentgth co bring the fragment to a stop, after tlztInitial impact. It was also noted that
be reeiced by uLing a shield eatenial with good elasticity.
1otn teasii- and shear ft~tingth requirements i._'uld
Keeping. the&, requiremett fr.mind. blast container weigtts were reduced by subumituting fiberglrss fabric
for che normal steel shield ,material. (Elasttcity was increa..ed by decigning the overall .ortalner to "give"
locally.) IUhile the ffberglab.s w.,s found to be very efficient. for containing blast waves and residual gases,
resistamc. made Itunsuitable fot containing fragments. Nylon was found to esve
its poor bending and ctit
good smaW.l fragment su~pping ab~ity, but lacked the t-ntsile atrenith required to contain blast wave* or

I

jCurrenLly.
3
3

lis tnev fabric, called "Kevlar" by its manufacturer.
io'eotigats...
a new (tunric is 1to find a nunber of military and commercial applid ippears destimn.
duPont, is receiving wide public..,
tojsummirize thxeresults of Boting's study of the abi.sty of Keviar
cations. The purpose of this paper
to stop fraigments. Potertial i.scs - -rulting shietdA would be to protect explosive storage tanks, to
contuxn ttagasnts trom burst electrical po-er gencratirg turbines in vatiomary nu,-lear power Plants. .and
for~ t~a as shields against the blast atvtfragments of HE warheads. C rarti ..lar Interest io 'IGARDwould 1'e
tt.e use of lcvlar shieldrs around ;et tngtnes to contain fragments ir the case of an Angire burst due to
battle damage. The sizes find shapes of fragments are quite variable iepcm'ng on ti- type of ,ngine hnd
Figure 2 Is A"photo of some of the
tht failure mode. Types of disc failure modes are slown In Figure
resulItirig fragm-nts.

BACKGROUND
In 1966. Boeing carried out ballistic containment t~~eon titanium to provide localized shielding on
the Boeing 737. in 1971. tests were initiated to finti a w en roving fiber 3 lass configuration to protect a
helicopter fuselage from engine blade failursts. The woven roving shields wce retained until the engine
ncept of a lfghtweCht flexible energy a'.sorbing
manufacturer rectified the blade weckneqs. In 1972. the
barrier utilizing a fabric was conc.-Ivoed. The concept wao 'or the barricr to pceform in a x.-nner similar
loadinr of the fibers. A series of
to a net, giving on Impact .andthen absorb~ng the energy In tevqli
and while the results were encouraging.
ballistic impact tests was carried out on "S" plass fabric shf.r.
they were inconsistent. This inconsistcntcy was Oue to the susce .tbility of the monofilament glass to
handling damage and the poor cut resistant properties of the filaments.
As a rr~nult ol' a material search, che duPont =aterial Kcvl.r vs..proposed since it showed good mechanical properties (Table 1). The majority of Boeing activity since h's been based on Kevlar material, and this
paper primarily deals with work done in the conainment field w'.n this arimid fiber.
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SWield Design A"roach
Mhay ballistic barriers Mve been developed in the past. Nowever, these developments have generally
Involved silid barrier materials. By using flexible fabric materials, a uumber of additional variables
were introduced; type of weave, fabric stretch, layer Interactions., restraint of individual fibers arotnd
ti-4 barrier periphery. To Investigate all of these variables in a spin pit would be ecoromically prohIbltiv&. For this reasoc. it was planned that the majority 4f the development work would be conducted
in a ballistic impact laboratory and that developnt would proceed along lines established for solid
barriera. In addition to economics, the ballistic tab approach had the advantages of gr,ater control
over fragment sizes, velocities and impact angles.
In the isct laboratory, the many containment shfcl. configurations could be reduced to the best
two or three which could then be spin pit tested. The apin pit would only be used to validate and confirm the laboratory results and to Impart to the fragment a realistic ro:.LIonal velocity.
The early shield designs were corrugated with variation in the depth and spacning of the corrugations.
A face plate of .028 CIS sheet was provided and the corrutstions were held in pos-tion by wir.-. Flat
slields were also designed of Kevlar and impact tested. Th., containment performance (f this flat uhield
when based on a weight per unit area was found to be equally effective to the corrugated type shield.
Since the flat shield was less costly to manufacture and. als&. had installational advantages, tih!remalader of the recent shield development program was based on the flat design configuration. The other
variables that were investigated included varying the shield weighf,, the material weave, the effects of
ievlar ballistic felt and the effect of locating acoustic lininZ bejind the shield. In addition, barriers
were tested vtth matrix around the Kevlar such that the barrier cou;4 replace some of the existing structure. Altogether. theiv were over 20 different ohleld design conflprations.
Test Eqit
in Figure 3 and by photo In
The layout of the impact test facility which is ,hown sche.mtica'
Figure 4 was used for the shield testing; it consisted of a 2.5 or 6 In. diameter bore launching barrel,
60 iti.1"g, with a threaded-on breach. The projestile to be launched (Figure 5) was placed in a sabot
assembly and loaded into the barrel. The impact velocity was varied by the weight and type of powder
ctarge. The launcher muzzle extreded into a plenum where the burved gases were vented and a trap was
incorporated to r-train the sabot halves, As the projectile traveled downraae. it passed through two
pripted electrical ktrccit sheets, spaced two feet apart, trggerlng the circuit of the electronic velocity analyzer. The Impact chamber had a movable steel cover with an acrylic window to provide access for
moutting of the shields and viewing ports for photogeaphy. The projectile travel from muzzle to shield
was approximately 10.0 ft.
T e tasidual velocity of the projectile was measured by the number of witness sheets penetrated.
(Figure 6 shows witness sheets and a "flat" shield mourted on Its support bracket).
h metal block was used to simulate the fragment and was varied from a 3/4. in. to 3 in. cube with
variations such as changing the aspect ratio (I x I x 3) and cnanging its density by using different
materials. The reasons ior using a cube were that it has a cutting edge which would more represer.t engine
fragmnts than a sphere, is easy to manufacture, and is inexpensive. It's size can bt varied easily to
rept,-ent different size frageents. Alsa. the co*p2ct shape of the cube resulted in reasonably consistent
test data. It was the intent to impact the shield at energy levels and velacities which would be expected
from an engine. e.g.. no blade velocities in excess of 1200 fps and no blade root velocity greater than
900 fps.
Test Results
Figure 7 shows the contain-nt performance of Kevlar shie!ds for two projectile sizes, plotting shield
weights (uninstalled) against contai".i energy. Also shown are the containment energy levels for other
materials from tests done prcvlou.ly by other agenci'cs and Boeing. These results reflect the flat shieli
configuration. It was rstablis!,ed that the corrugated type shield and the varyLz types of material weave
showed no advantage. A balliStic felt-faced shield showed about 5% Improvement which is within the data
scatter. The placing of acoustic lining material (either polvi-ide or alumnum) behind the shield showed
no significant change in containment performance.
Empirical .4odel
Vupiri.-sl and seal-empirical models have been developed in the past for many types ef impact phenomena;
armo" plate, structural damage. n. reoroid impact, and hail to mention only a few. These models have bewn
fourd to be extremely useful in dosigning and optimizing hardware associated with the phenomena. For this
reasov, an empirical model was developed to represent the laboratory containz.ent barrier data.
The basic barrier test data was first plotted as a function of a barrier layer and witness sheet penetration as shon in Figure 8. (The witness sheets were a act of 1/16 inch aluminum plates Olaced behind the
test barrier. Enough plates were used to assure that the cube projectile would stop somewhere in the set.)
The point whe:e the typical "S" shaped curve crosses the t undary t.tweern barrier and wltncss sheet penc'ration is the ballistic limit (incipient penetration completely through the barrelr).

--

An empirical model wait then developed to express the ballistic limit as a function of several of the
most important variables; fragment size. velocity. impact angle and number of layers of Kevlar. Th* resulting model was:

W-AV'

where

W
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In orde' to make the model more usable, the nomogram of Figure 9 vas dp'veloped.

Knowing the fragmnt

size, velocity az'l Impacting angle, the Figure 9 nomogramn makes It very vasy to determine the number of
Ktevlar layers required to stop the fragacrnt.
The barrier wc.ght is seen to depend on the square of the velocity of the fragatent. This appears reasiviable since the ftscment kinetic energy depends on the square of the vcloctty. However, the model shows
that the dependent. eanfragment size is only the 3/4. power of the cube dimension. This would Indicate a
dependenc& on %as& of anly mass to the 114 power.
In other words. the barrier wc,3ht Is not strongly
dcp~..r,
on fragment mass. An Increase In fragment mass by a factor of 16 would require a bprrier weight
Increase of only two.
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W~hen an engine bursts tireresulting fragments have both linear and rotational energy components.

rato of these types of enwrgy varic-a from all rotational for a complete disc to virtually

The

all linear for

thk rotationtal energy would oevetely limit the usefulnress of fabric barriers. They theorized that the
rapidly spinning fragment would ac:tlike a "buzz saw** to cut through the fibers.
cli
series was
oreset up In which the
fsoprojectile nedcueth
was made to spin before
rgett
hitting
awtruhtebareats
the barrier. This was .n cdtrin
~ished by plA.ing a 5~ wooden ramp In front of the barrier. 111Uonhitting the ramp, the edge& of the aube
projectle dug into the wood xn-3 caused the projectile to roll up the ratit.
The resulting spin rate was
JeduLed ir,= high-speed motion pictures (tiorinalty 10.000 frames p-er second).
Figure 10 shows the results
of some of the testing. Consider-able scatter is shownm. However. with spir cites varyine from 9000 to
24.000 R2I. o degradation in barrier efficiency was fe..ed.

F

In a complete.y different type of test. some of the effects of spinning projectiles were also noted.
In this test series, the effects of projectile geometry vere being studied. The cube projectiles were

V
V

replaced by rods one by one by tuo kr three tiches long. fired end-way- Int- the targez as #Nown In
Figure 11.

Figure 11.

This rotation was, In effect. a high s."ed !.pin by the~ time the rod stnip-A. as shown in

The conclusiov to oe drawn froct thisey tests. and to be later verified ir. a spin pit, is that spin has
little. if anv. detrimen'al effect on tit. ability of a fabric barrier to *'jp famns

c=jcrature Effects
in an attuai, instalat..
thte engine .ontxinmen barrier wit; experience a range of temPerAturCa.
The efie~t of th.-se va~latton- under statt. .ondixions was known fro-_
woraL done h% duPont (Figure 12).
This work indl~ated thae. Ketlar pr.-pvrtlis were eonstant until a .ertain tcmrer.tur, is reachet and then
fall
o.ft gratuel.. at higher r~.-aus.
It was 1c.Aded to .ondukt a gest t. =zk sure that the barrier
would fun,vtion pr~peri% at t, highest teupersture anti.Apoed. 320 0 F.
Thez results were rourprising.
Instead of getting - s.ightli reduced ballistic limit as expekted, the W.vlar material appeared toihave
11:, high '...,erature t. ..P were expamnded and indluded some at
better ,.roperties .3t hig~her temperatures.
~old tev-orratures. The results vtre as ,&howr- in Figur-e 13. Abc-ve -. om teeperature, the bAl.islti linir.
steadily improved up tc. about 420P . Above this temperature, the eft&ilen~v of the barrier rapidly fell
thi
tecr.

vria~e

n

te*;=tatmcine wath te~c
e t trie
Mt t p rait rte off ectsr
it ittmeruewsda
osranaeeft;
that strain rate effects tncreased faster with teaptrature titan the stat i, strcnpth decreased. Iniorder
It was stumised that the m. teasing ballisti.

The miaroinc wast capable of ttrsin rates from 0.05 to '.5 inlinmIn.
adifferent temperatures.
rslsare shtmwn in Figure 14. Strain rate effects do Indeed Appear itobe indicated.

The

*

4

Considerable more study is required, but it appears that the variation In ballistic lin.t with temperature may be used to advantage In tme design of barriers. However. It appears that temperature cycling
reduceb the Kevlar properties In sorne as yet unknotn manner.
Figure 15 shows tests wherein test specimens
were cycled various numbern of times prior to test.
In all cases the capability of the barriet was reduced.
As shown In the figure. few cycling data points are available, hence there Is much uncertaint) an to the
ovmrall effects of temperature cycling.

FlrIVjE PIAN~S
The end objective of our work a. Boeing Is to understand design criteria for a lightweight engine burp!
containment shield. Present effort focuses on tbree areas; in~reased energy containment. attachment desi,n.
a=d spit. pit verification of laboratory Impact testing.
The manner In which the barrier is attached to the aiircraft (or to Itself) is closely related to Istallation design problems. However. it Is also Importan~ for the development of the barrier itself. It
has been found that as the size of the fragment goes up, the greater Is the dependency of the ballistl. limit
on the method of attachment.
All testing to date has been with translational accelerators ottly. Thi~. year the plan .s to verify
these results in a spin pit. A disc with blades will be made to separate into three .zrfour segments.
These segmentst will then Impact a barrier which Is designed on the basiif of translational tests.

iX)CLUSiO!Ns
P'rogress has been
of major problents must
lems include pra..tical
containment designs to

made in the development of technology fo: engine burst ,ontaInment.
However, a number
be solved before a barrier of this weight ianbe placed in an air.traft. Thesc probattachment concepts, temperature cycling degradation. arnd the vxtrapolation of current
the higher energy levels.
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FINITE ELEMENT APPLICATIONS TO BATTLE DAMAGED STRUCTURE
by
Dr. Pao C. Huang, Consultant
Naval Surface Weapons Center
White Oak Laboratory
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
United States of America

Summary
This paper introduces a 'Patching Technique"
for the development of a finite element
model truly representing a battle-damaged
aircraft. The applications of preprocessors
PING and BING to the automatic generation of
input data for NASTRN analyses are also
briefly shown. Finally, the importance of
modeling technique is addressed.

(1) INTRODUCTION
The utilization of the finite element method in the design and analysis of a complex
missile structure is an important step toward an optimized system. The great speed and
precision of these techniques permit a missile to he thoroughly and repeatedly analyzed
and modified, providing a more efficient weapon system. These same techniques are
perfectly applicable to the structural vulnerability analysis of a battle-damaged
vehicle which, in general, has a complicated configuration and requires detailed stress
and deformation data. However, the success of this computer approach depends largely on
the modeling technique used to develop a "inite element model which accurately simulates
the real structure.
In addition, the generation of such a model and its associated data output must be
quick, economical, and routinized.
(2) FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM -

NASTRAN

NASTRAN, a general purpose finite element program for structural analysis developed
by NASA, can be used as an example of a program for which data generation can be an
overwhelming task. NASTRAN is versatile and applies to a large class of static and
dynamic problems as follows:

"

a. Static response to concentrated and distributed loads, thermal expansion, and
enforced deformation
b.
response
to transient
loadseigenvalues
and random for
excitation
c. Dynamic
Determination
of real
and complex
use in vibration analysis and
stability analysis.
However, preparing NASTRAN input
itself. It includes the layout of a
gener-:ion of element properties and
input sheets; and, finally, punching
consuming and requires the effort of
occurrences of human errors tooether
analysis formidable.

for a complicated problem is a large effort in
grid mesh; calculations of grid point locations;
their connections to grid points; preparation of
of input cards. All this work is extremelv time
a team o: specialists. Furthermore, possible
with unavoidable redesign cycles would make the

To remedy these difficulties, special input generation proorams have been developed
by the Naval Surface Weapons Center, White Oak Laboratory to automatically generate
finite element models and their associated NASTFAN inpul for missile structures.
(3) PPEPROCESSORS FOR NASTRAN
A Planform Input Generator (PING, [refcrence 11 which can rapidly develoo a finite
element model for an arbitrary wing planform of a missile, and a Body input Generator
(BING) Ireference 21 which performs the same function for any type f missile shell body
are currentl,. operational at NSWC/WOL. Utilizing these t.'c preprocessors, a complete
missile such as shown in Figure 1 can be easily and qAick.ly generated for rigorous
structural analyses. These two preprocessors contain mrny useful features which can -e
utilized to facaltate the development of a model to truly simulate a real missile.
The efficiency of PING is demonstrated in Figur, 2 where a finite element model of a
double wedge, solid, sweptba,:r wing is shown as an example. This finite element model
has 277 qrid points, 260 plate elements, and 1400 degrees of freedom. PINq was employed
in the development of this model. it only took iive manhours and a few seconds of
computer time to produce 1137 input cards for NASTRAN analysis.
Without PING it would take at least 360 r nhours to produce the same number of cards
manually. The capai'ility cf developinc a finite elem -" ndel ravidly and economically

*
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is an essential requirement for such complicated work as the vulnerability study of
battle damaged structures.
Figures 3 to 8 show some of the sample finite element models developed by PING and
BING.
Figure 3 demonstrates the useful feature of a mixed mesh which can be used to
reduce the degrees of freedom in lIfss important areas.
Figure 4 shows a model of a
curved delta wing. Figure 5 ill,,trates how patches with a circular or elliptical hole
can be used with a finer mesh aroundi the hole for more detailed stress distributon.
Figure 6 shows a wing with an elliptical hole which can be developed in two stages.
First, a wing model wit-hout hole isi developed and the elements around the hole are
removed; then a patch with the hole can be developed to fit in the onening.
Figure 7
shows a complicated but realistic missile body generated by BLIX. It has a nose cone
and a cylindrical shell with an engine housing.
Figure 8 shows a finite element model
of a BQM 34A wing.
This built-up w,.ng has three spars connecting two curved pax.els.
Again, d mixed mesh is used ,n the wing panels to reduce -he degrees of freedom without
sacrificing the accuracy i the important wing root area.
Using the preprocessors and NASTRAN, r-liable analytical results can now be obtained
easily and iapidly. Figure 9 shows the good correlation of the theoretical and
experimenftal data. The latter were provided by the Naval Research Laboratory from a
compl.te vibration test of the actual missile. The theoretical results were obtained by
MASTAN on a finite element model developed by PING and BING.
It only took 40 manhours
to complete t-he vibration model and 1200 seconds of CDC 6500 computer time to obtain the
first six vibration modes. With these powerful analytical tools, elaborate structural
analysis ce-ainly becomes practical in the development of a complicated missile system.
(4)

PATCHING TECNIQUE

On a demanding task such as the vulnerability study of battle damaged structures,
precise stress data around the damaged area will be required to determine t-he
possibility of crack propagation which may lead to catastropnic failure. Finite element
analysis techniques wil) be of great value in furnishing detailed information for such a
study. Therefore, an elaborate finite element model must be developed to accurately
represent the damaged structure.
Using PING, t-his task can be easily achieved.
Figure
10 shows tne procedure for t-he development of a damaged wing structure.
First, a finite
element model of the undamaged wing must be generated and the plate elements around the
damage remove.a. Then patcnes of damaged components having smaller plate elerents can be
generated to fit the cutout.
Finally, these patches are inserted into the proper
lozations to complete the finite element model for the damaged wing.
This modeling
procedure is aes-gnated as the *Patching Technique.
The co-=cn
grrdpoints on the
cutout oundaries are not joined by compatibility conditions but by using a common
gridpoint number, therefore, no constraint equations are required. This feature not
only eliminates many input data cards, but also yields a much better finite element
model.
(5)

ANALYSES OF BATTLE DAM1AMD STRUCTU-S

A d.maged BOZI 34A wing was analyzed by NASTPIN under la loadinG.
The finite elemo-nt
model of the undamaged wing had 846 ;rid points, 849 plate elements, and 4602 degrees of
freecom. This model not only too.. into account the curvatures of the skin panels, but
also the varying skin thickness.
Five PING runs and approximately 64 manhours were
taken to complete this job. The damaged wing had a slot 1.5 inches wide in the upper
skin panel and extended five inches diagonally inward from the front spar to a point
whe.e the middle spar cap was complete-y cut. In addition, all three spars were damaged
to different degrees. Using the patching technique, the finite _lement model for this
damaged version was quickly generated by removing elements and adding patches. The
final model is shown in Figure 11. The NASTRPM analyses showed significantly higher
stresses in the root area of the damaged wing than those in the corresponding region of
the u.'damaged wing.
However, the most critical point was found at the slot tip with a
peak stress of 13,003 psi as indicated in the plot of iso-stress-lines. The actual
damaged wing was tested to destruction, which occurred at a 3g loading.
A crack was
first formed at the tip of the slot then propagated toward the wing root at the rear
spar. This was adequatelY predicted in the stress contour plot whereby a peak. stress of
30000 psi was obtained at 3g level; a value wnic-h was thought to be the strength of the
material at that state.
Tne structural response ' a damaged semimonocoque fuselage was analyzed from a
mudel by the same patching technique.
A vert-:al slot between the second and third
frames near tne tail end was cut in the fuselage skin. The cut extended from the crown
down to a point at 108 degrees on each side.
The patch had a width coverinc the last
three Loays of the fuselage and a circumferential length longer than that of tne slot.
ts can ne seen in Figure 12, much smalle- elements are used in t-he patch especially
around the tip region where high stress concentratin is anticipated. This finite
element model was subsequently analy7ad by NASTICv for an ig load condition.
Proper
resultant forces were placed on the -our cut boundaries to transmit air pressures fror
tne nose. wings, and tail assembly which were omitted in this truncated fuselage.
:tress concentrations were found around t-he slot tip area with sufficient intensity such
Lnat a crack would form at this point. Catastrophic failure seems certain to occur
oecause taere is no crack arresting structural member in the propagation path between
frames, ind tho peak stress of 26000 psi shown in Figure 13 would Increase rapidly as
the crack enlarges.

-
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To demonstrate the importance of the patching technique which provides stress
concentrat .on data, another analysis was made on a model obtained simply by rew.ving the
plate elements between the two frames to simulate the damage inflicted on tht- fuselage.
This simple model, Figure 14, had a cutout wider than the slot but was bounded on four
sides by smooth edges. NASTRAN analysis revealed much h.ghex stresses than those of the
uLdamaged model, however, no aanger could be detected for any catastrophic failure in
this analysis.
This contradictory conclusion, of course, was not totally unexpected,
especially when the simple model had a structurally sound configuration. However, it
dirl point out the danger of under-modeling and the importance of a True simulation.
The study of structural vulnerbility of battle-damaged aircraft by projectile hits
can be conveniently treated in two p.-ase. In the impact fracture phase damage criteria
of instantaneous failure, i.e. the uj.cer bound of vulnerabili-y, are of interest. ThEn
the assessment of local damages to the structure must be determined for subsequent
survival a" lyses. The prediction methods in these areas are inadequate at the present
time, however, some guidelines are available for a quick estimate. In the continued
flight phase where residual strength, loss of control, dynamic and aerodynamic
instabilities are a concern, the finite element techniques become extremely valuable.
To attack these problems two distinct finite element irodels should be employed. A
"Static Model" with sufficient damage details can be developed for residual strength
analysis while a "Kinematic Model", being m-ch simpler than the former, can be used in
the analyses of structural response. The kinematic model is definitely the cheaper one
to run, yet would yild sufficiently accurate results in stiffness or dynamic analysis.
For completeness, many different analyses muzt. be performed on a large structure, these
models must be carefully designed for optimization in terms of accuracy and economy.
(6)

CONCLUSION

Using the preprocessors PING and BINC together with NASTRAN, finite element
techniques can now be applied easily and rapidly to the study of structural
vulnerability. Precise response data can be generated, analyzed for the residual
strength and performance of the damaged vehicle.
Patching technique has been applied to the development of a finite element model for
a damaged vehicle. The procedure is found convenient and efficient. Good stress
concentration data have been obtained.
Modeling to truly represent a damaged vehicle -s an important task.
be over- or under-designed for economical or accuracy reason.

It should not
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